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Introduction
Good whores aren't too picky about whose cocks they let pound their pussies.  So why should they care
what else they stick in them?  If its made of molecules and can fit in the palm of her hand then it's good
enough to be shoved up her slutty slit!  Your brows will raise and your cock will grow, because no
matter how crazy these Twisted Objects get, these whores just can't say no!

Adult Review
Get ready to jump out of your seat when you see the crazy Twisted Objects that these sluts shove up inside their pretty pink
pussies.  You'll find 34 exclusive episodes that will make you never walk through the hardware store again without growing a
woody.  Curling irons, feather dusters, fire extinguishers -- nothing is too nuts to cram up a willing whore's twat!
  
  Most videos average 10 minutes and can all be either downloaded or streamed in multiple formats and resolutions.  You can
view full length scenes in 640 x 480 resolution if you have a fast connection, or watch them in small chunks if you don't.  No
DRM is used, and updates are being added to Twisted Objects once every two weeks. Lots of the scenes are solo, though
some feature another man or woman who helps fit these foreign objects into the sluts' love canals.
  
  Every update cums with a high resolution photo gallery with over 100 individual pictures.  All are shot with a high end
digital camera and shown in sparkling 1024 x 680 resolution.  This makes it easy for you to see extreme closeups and fine
details of these common household items being put to nasty hardcore solo masturbation use.  Hundreds of screen captures are
also provided as a complement to each video.
  
  As a bonus you'll also be given access to the entire list of sites that appear to the right side of this review.  These porn sites
feature a huge amount of extra exclusive pictures and videos in a wide array of niches.  After you surf through this nasty porn
site, your dirty mind will even be filthier, since anything and everything can be put to sexy masturbatory use!

Porn Summary
A whore in heat needs to have her slit stuffed fast.  If a hard cock isn't available, then just about anything should suffice.  The
crazy Twisted Objects these sluts use to get themselves off need to be seen to be believed!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Whatever items you have laying around the house has been in these whores!'
Quality: 84  Updates: 80 Exclusive: 85 Interface: 83
Support: 82 Unique: 86    Taste: 85        Final: 83

Porn Sites Included
Ticklish Spots (87) ,Extreme Porn Pass (87) ,Rough Her Up (86) ,Veggie Bang (86) ,Stretching Sessions (82) ,Dirty Latin
Sluts (81) ,Handjob Hussies (81) ,Cream Happy (81) ,Fucked Faces (80) ,Alexa 18 (78) ,Throw It In Her (77) ,Vanilla
Creampies (76) ,Teen Candy Land (75) ,Tiny Tobi (74) ,Teen Ass Hunt (69) 

Porn Niches
Exclusive, Extreme, Fetish, Hardcore, SexToys
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